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MISSIONS BIBLE STUDY OVERVIEW
AIM
The aim of this series of Bible Studies is expose disciples to the Bible’s teaching about
missions with a view to the Holy Spirit convicting them about what He wants them to do in
relation to this major theme of Scripture.
AUDIENCE
These Bible Studies are meant to be completed by every person not just those who are
thinking about going to the nations.
OUTCOMES
The outcomes sought are that people would gain a basic biblical theology of mission,
including a deeper understanding of the gospel, which would influence their thinking about
their being a follower of Jesus so that their actions would change. In particular:
•
They would begin to be convicted that they should be involved in missions
because of who God is and His plans and promises for all people in all
nations.
•
They would become involved in cross cultural mission personally or by
supporting others.
•
They would have material that they could use to teach others.
METHOD
The method used is an interactive Bible Study. They are designed for people to complete
prior to attending and then for discussion in 1 to 1 ½ hours.
FORMAT
Each study begins with a story of Navigator cross cultural labourers. These are included for
inspiration, and the maps and statistics of the major religions of the world are also to help
the disciple gain a worldwide perspective.
Each of the studies contains some narrative that provides critical information for the study.
It is important that each of these is read and questions asked about the information to help
the disciple assimilate it in the context of questions being asked.
Finally, the prayer section is to help each disciple pray for the world.
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STUDIES
There are five studies in this series.
•

God’s Heart for the Nations
The first study provides a basic overview of God’s heart for the Nations in both the
Old and New Testaments.

•

The Nations before a Holy God
This study reflects on the holiness of God and the problem caused by our sin –
God’s wrath. Finally, we ponder the love of God for those who turn to Him.

•

What is the Gospel?
We take a much deeper look at the gospel considering four aspects of it: the
kingdom aspect, the core aspect, the transformative aspect, and the breadth and
hope of the gospel.

•

Our Response: Go
We look at the Scripture encouragement for people to go and the leadership
contributions that different people make when we go.

•

Our Response: Local
Not everyone will be called to go. Many will be called to stay and reach the lost right
where they are and also to partner with those who go.
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GOD’S HEART FOR THE NATIONS
Zambia - Okorie Kalu
Before cross-cultural labourers brought the gospel to south eastern Nigeria, some tribes
lived with a disturbing, unjust evil practice. When livestock gave birth to twins and other
multiple births, they thanked their ancestors. But when a woman gave birth to twins it was
regarded as a terrible omen for the family and community. The community banished the
woman and their babies to the forest where they were left to suffer and die in misery. The
dread of being banished led mothers and their husbands to kill and bury one of their twins
if they were sure no one would find out. When cross-cultural labourers came, they
confronted this and other unjust practices as an application of the gospel to that society.
Okorie’s mother was a young woman when the practice was abolished. And it is just as
well for Okorie because his mother gave birth to twins before he was born and probably
would not have been around to give birth to him had not the cross-cultural labourers taken
it upon themselves to defend the cause of the defenceless as part of living out the gospel.
Okorie came from a poor family and received scholarships to go to high school and
college. This brought hope to the family who saw that he could get a good job and
support the family. As the Lord began to speak clearly to him about going into ministry, he
struggled with how he could do that and support his family. He felt the pressure of cultural
expectation and he had concern and sympathy for his family. Further, God’s word said he
should support his family. But he knew God was calling him to ministry, so Okorie took the
step of faith to become Navigator staff, and through the grace of God he was able to
support his family whilst being in vocational ministry. Many have stayed in his home and by
living alongside them several brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces and cousins have come to
faith. There are two ordained pastors, many lay church leaders and another Navigator staff
amongst them.
Okorie and his wife, Chi, were asked by the Navigators to go to Zambia and they arrived in
1994. When they arrived, they found a general state of despondency. Dependency was
the order of the day from the poor in the slums to the government leaders. 40-80% of
Zambia’s annual budget was drawn from donor nations. Fatalism and animism were rife
despite 150 years of gospel presence in the land. Okorie and Chi were told that it was
impossible to raise any money in Zambia to the support the work there. Unjust practices
were rampart.
Okorie and Chi’s vision was to multiply labourers for the harvest who could give
themselves fully to know Jesus and to make Him know throughout Zambia. Along the way
they confronted the effects of generations of poverty, corruption and injustice through
whole-life discipleship. Chi helped the women to form a cooperative and buy household
items monthly in bulk stretching the family income. People were inspired to start small
businesses, to create jobs and to think how to create wealth as they applied Scripture.
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They also helped the Zambians to show love and mercy. They built shelters for some
refugees living in camps in Zambia who had none, helped teach reading and writing to
some children and gave them food and clothing. All the while they verbalised the gospel
as they went.
Okorie and Chi spent eight years in Zambia raising up a foundational group of men and
women. Those people now own the ministry with several on Navigator staff and others
giving leadership in different ways. Giving has grown remarkably. Zambian Navigators have
gone out as cross-cultural labourers to South Africa, Botswana, Namibia and Japan.
1. What does “missions” mean to you?

2. Off the top of your head, write down the reasons the Bible gives for us to be involved in
missions.

3. What impressed or inspired you about Okorie’s story?

4. How were Okorie and Chi a blessing to the people of Zambia?
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THE BIG PICTURE
If I said that the Bible was a love story many followers of Jesus would wholeheartedly
agree. Yes, God loved the world that He sent His Son to die for it. And that means that He
sent His Son to die for me! That is really good news! It is amazing that God has a salvation
plan for fallen humans, but there is no salvation plan for fallen angels. Makes you feel kind
of special doesn’t it. But that is only one side of the grand love story of the Bible. The other
side of the story is that God is to be loved with all our heart, soul, mind and strength. And if
you have ever heard of the shorter catechism and are familiar with any of it, chances are
that it will be the first question. What is the chief end of man? And the answer is to glorify
God and enjoy Him forever. That is what we followers of Jesus are to do with our whole
being.
To say that the Bible is all about God’s love for people can mean that we miss the reason
for God’s love of people which is that He should be glorified. The two go together and they
result in God sending people into the mission field. Followers of Jesus are a people on a
mission and that mission is to share the good news of what God has done for us so that
people are saved and they worship God, bringing Him the glory He alone deserves.
Now the aim of this study is to give you a feel for the all-pervading nature of this theme
throughout both the Old and the New Testament. It will be a fast ride through the Bible, but
one well worth taking.
Just note as you do these studies that by “nations” the Bible does not mean countries,
which are a recent political development. Instead, the nation or ethnos in the Bible is a
people with a shared identity and language. Israel was a people, not a country. Today,
countries such as India or the USA contain many nations.
God’s Heart for the Nations in the Old Testament
Often, when we think of the Old Testament, we think of it as God dealing with Israel and
that He broaden His focus to include the Gentiles when the Israelites didn’t do so well,
which is contained in the New Testament. However, the Old Testament is clear that God is
concerned with the nations! In the beginning God dealt with all people and they have been
critical in His thoughts since creation. Let’s have a brief look at God’s heart for the nations
in the Old Testament.
Genesis 1-11 is a real riches-to-rags story. God creates the world and says that it is good,
even very good! Perfect relationships between God and people, amongst people and all in
harmony with nature. It doesn’t get any better than that. And then just when things are
looking so fantastic, sin comes in. We end up with broken relationships: broken between
God and man, broken between man and woman, and broken between people and
creation. And sin gets so bad that God destroys everyone except Noah and his family. This
is a fresh start, but that too soon turns bad. Sin, our rebellion against God’s rule, has a
great hold over people.
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5. Quickly skim read Genesis 1-11. What do we learn about God from this passage?
How many gods are there? What does this tell us about the sovereignty of God and which
peoples are subject to Him? What does this tell you about God’s relationship to all people?

6. When we get to the end of Genesis 11, we wonder: what will God do to humankind?
And in a very real sense, the rest of the Bible is what God will do. Genesis 12:1-3 is a
critical passage for our understanding of the big picture of the bible. Here God promises to
make Abram a great nation – Israel. What is the purpose of Israel according to Genesis
12:3 and Exodus 9:15-16?

7. The temple dedication is described in 1 Kings 8. The focus is on Israel but in 1 Kings
8:41-43 there is provision made for foreigners. Why? What does Solomon pray? Why?

8. The Psalms were Israel’s worship songs. What do you think these Psalms would have
taught Israel? Psalm 66:1-4; 67:1-7; 86:9; and 138:4, 5. What does God want the nations
to do according to Psalm 46:8, 10 and 66:5, 16?
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9. As we examine the Old Testament, what methods does God use to reach out to the
nations?
a.

Deuteronomy 4:4-8

b.

Joshua 4:23, 24

c.

1 Kings 4:34 and 10:1-10?

d.

Deuteronomy 6:6-9?

e.

Psalm 78:1-8?

f.

Jeremiah 33:1-9 and Ezekiel 36:22-37?

g.

The theme that runs through the book of Ezekiel is: “then they will know that I
am the Lord”. This theme not only applies to the rebellious Israelites but God
also wants to be known to be God by the nations. Skim Ezekiel 25-32 and note
how many times God says He wants nations to know that he is the Lord and
the method he is using to achieve it.

h.

Skim Daniel 2-4. Through what stages does God bring the King
Nebuchadnezzar, the ruler of the nation of Babylon, to Himself? See particularly
2:46, 47; 3:28, 29; 4:1-3; 34-37.

i.

Jeremiah 1:4-10 and Jonah 1:1, 2; 3:1, 2.
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10. What does the future hold for the nations according to:
Isaiah 2:2, 3; 45:22, 23

Zephaniah 3:9-10

Zechariah 2:10, 11

Malachi 1:11

God’s Heart for the Nations in the New Testament
We are more familiar with God’s heart for the nations in the New Testament. It starts with a
hint as Matthew’s genealogy of Jesus gives Abraham a prominent place; and we think of
the blessing to the nations promised through him. There’s Jesus birth and the visit of wise
men from the East. His flight into Egypt as a babe, and then He commences His ministry in
the districts of Zebulun, Naphtali and Galilee which included contact with large numbers of
gentiles from the north eastern region of Decapolis, Syria and from across the Jordan river.
In the Sermon on the Mount we see the universal perspective when He taught His followers
to be the light of the world and salt of the earth. He heals a Roman centurion’s son and a
Canaanite woman, and interacts with a Samaritan woman. The feeding of the 4000 would
have included Gentiles as it was in a Gentile region, and the crowd came because He was
healing the lame, blind, crippled and mute. Jesus also taught that the Gentiles would be
offered the kingdom of God because of the unfruitfulness of Israel and he said that the
gospel would be preached to all nations. The New Testament is also where Paul is
appointed as the apostle to the Gentiles and where the gospel goes out from the Jews to
the ends of the earth. Let’s just briefly look at some of the very clear texts.
11. Read Mark 11:15-17; Luke 2:29-32; John 1:29; 3:16; 20:21; Romans 16:26; 2
Corinthians 5:17-19 and Galatians 3:8, 13, 14 and 2 Peter 3:9. What do these verses
reveal about what is on God’s heart? What do these verses reveal about the character of
God?
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THINKING IT THROUGH
God’s heart for the nations can be described pictorially.

The diagram starts with creation and the outside lines represent the whole of humankind.
Whilst God focuses on Israel (formed in Genesis 12), God always has the rest of creation in
His mind. God wants to use Israel to draw the Gentiles in to worship Him and some do
come. After Jesus comes, God makes his desire for all people clearer to us through a shift
toward an emphasis on going to all nations.
12. Wouldn’t you have loved to be on the road to Emmaus with Jesus! Read Luke 24:4448. How would you explain from the Scriptures (the Old Testament for Jesus and Paul)
that “repentance and forgiveness of sins will be preached in his name to all nations”?

13. Read Revelation 1:7, 5:9, 10 and 7:9, 10. How ought these verses inspire and
encourage us? How do they relate back to God’s promise in Genesis 12:1-3?
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14. Given that the nations are still present after God has made all things new (see
Revelation 21:24-26; 22:1, 2) what should we conclude as to God’s original design for the
nations?

15. What does this study show about God’s character and what is on His heart?

16. In what ways can we, as God’s people, be a blessing to the nations: physically,
socially, economically and spiritually?

17. As you reflect on this study, does it affect your thinking about missions? Do you have
on your heart what is on God’s heart? In light of this, what should you do?
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Let’s take some time to pray for what is on God’s heart – the Nations! Focus your prayers
on one of the great religious streams of the world – tribal religions – which Okorie and Chi
were working among in Zambia.
Tribal Religions of the World

Small amounts of tribal or primal religion are found throughout the vast majority of the
world, but there are large followings in Africa and Mongolia. Tribal religions come from
indigenous people. Many people following primal religions live in isolated rural areas. Their
lives are built around the forces of nature. When a world religion, like Islam, Christianity, or
Hinduism is introduced to the area where primal religions are already practised, the world
religion may seem to predominate, but often elements of the primal beliefs will be mixed in
or alongside.
PRAY
Pray for the Tribal people of the world, asking that they will turn to Jesus as the one and
only God.
Pray over some of the Scriptures you have just considered for these people.
There are 321 million people following tribal religions with 51 workers for every 1 million
Tribal people. Pray for foreigners you know that they would take the gospel to their friends,
family and nation.
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THE NATIONS BEFORE A HOLY GOD
Indonesia – Teams and Cross Cultural Ministry within a Country
Indonesia has some 17,000 islands and 259 million people of which 86% are Muslims,
making it the most populous Muslim nation in the world. President Suharto took power in
Indonesia after putting down a coup in 1965 by alleged communist sympathisers. One of
the initiatives of the new government was to require that everyone had a religion, as
Communism had suppressed religion. As a result, 100,000 people decided to become
Christians. These were largely Christian in name only, and as news of this spread the
Navigators sent Jim North to Indonesia as a cross cultural labourer in 1968.
God gave Jim a few true followers of Jesus and in the early 1980’s some of them were
convicted to reach out to their Muslim countrymen. As the work began to grow, more
overseas cross cultural labourers began to arrive and two teams were formed. One in
East Java which consisted of Jim Truax (USA), Peter Burch (New Zealand), Sadi
Nainggolan and Johnny Siahaan (Indonesia) reaching out to Javanese. The second team
was in West Bandung and consisted of Neil Grindheim (USA), Septo Siregar and Bahagia
(Indonesia) reaching out to Sundanese.
Isaiah 49:6 “It is too small a thing for you to be my servant to restore the tribes of Jacob

and bring back those of Israel I have kept. I will also make you a light for the Gentiles, that
you may bring my salvation to the ends of the earth," and Isaiah 54:1, 2 "Sing, O barren
woman, you who never bore a child; burst into song, shout for joy, you who were never in
labour; because more are the children of the desolate woman than of her who has a
husband," says the LORD. 2 "Enlarge the place of your tent, stretch your tent curtains
wide, do not hold back; lengthen your cords, strengthen your stakes,” were Scriptures
that the Lord gave to these teams. They would pray over them asking the Lord to make
them a light for the gentile Muslims and asking the Lord to bring into being a work among
the Javanese and Sundanese Muslims.

Their strategy was to live and disciple among these people desiring to see the gospel
spread among relational networks. As a result they got ordinary jobs in the community with
some teaching in schools, some starting businesses in cooperation with locals, like
beginning a garlic plantation and goat farming. They met with their neighbours at the
markets, they joined in their festivals and they even started a traditional Javanese music
group, which they invited the local people to join. As their relationships grew they shared
naturally about Jesus.
Some of their contacts responded but they left them in their cultural setting, not wanting to
alienate their families, whom these new followers of Jesus could help to also become
followers of Jesus.
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This ministry has continued to grow and there are now about 50 Muslim-background
followers of Jesus in East Java, and they meet in a local house that is a very Javanese
expression of church. In West Bandung there are about 100 Muslim-background followers
of Jesus meeting together around the word of God, hearing from God and responding to
Him. Several groups have been sent out from this beginning, and some Christianbackground university graduates have joined them. There are now Navigator ministries to
Muslims in six cities in Indonesia.
INTRODUCTION
As you reflect on this story, what challenges do you think there could be with a team made
of people from different countries?

The strategy was to find “normal” jobs in the community and seek to share about Jesus in
their relational networks. What benefits can you see with this approach? What drawbacks?

This is an inspiring story with many challenges from moving overseas to a nation with a
different culture, language, worldview, to working with an international team which is often
fun but also has its difficulties, to holding down a job in another culture whilst seeking to
reach the lost. It all begs the question, why would you bother? Of course, part of the
answer is what we saw in the first study: God has a heart for the nations and if we are to
be like Him we need to as well. What we didn’t do was consider why we would need to
look at God loving the world – what’s the problem? So in these next two studies we will
consider what the Bible says the problem is, and then what the Bible says the solution is.
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GOD’S HOLINESS
1. Read Exodus 15:11; Lev 16:2-4 and Hebrews 9:7; Psalm 99; Isaiah 57:15; Habakkuk
1:13; 1 Timothy 6:16; 1 John 1:5. What do you learn about God’s holiness in terms of
purity, uniqueness and separateness?

OUR SIN

Isa 6:1 In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord seated on a throne, high and exalted, and

the train of his robe filled the temple. 2 Above him were seraphs, each with six wings: With two
wings they covered their faces, with two they covered their feet, and with two they were flying. 3And
they were calling to one another: "Holy, holy, holy is the LORD Almighty; the whole earth is full of his
glory."

Rev 4:8 Each of the four living creatures had six wings and was covered with eyes all around, even
under his wings. Day and night they never stop saying: "Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God Almighty,
who was, and is, and is to come."

"Holy, holy, holy is the Lord". The significance of the repetition of holy can easily be missed.
Repetition in Hebrew is a literary device used to emphasis a point. For example, in Genesis 14 the
story of the battle of the kings in the valley of Siddim mentions men who fell in the great tar pits of
the region. Some translators call them asphalt pits, or bitumen pits, or simply great pits. Exactly
what kind of pits they were is unclear, and do you know why? Because the Hebrew literally says
"pit pits". The author was saying it is one thing to fall into a pit, but if you fall into a pit pit, look out!
Repeating something three times elevates it to the superlative. Only one attribute of God is
mentioned three times in succession. The Bible says that God is holy, holy, holy. Not that He is
merely holy, or even holy, holy, but that He is holy, holy, holy. The Bible never says that God is love,
love, love or mercy, mercy, mercy or wrath, wrath, wrath. It does say that He is holy, holy, holy and
the earth is full of His glory.

2. This holy God creates us. Reflect on Genesis 1. What one recurring word describes
what God thought of His creation?

3. What happens in Genesis 3:1-10 (often called the fall) that changes this? Look at Isaiah
53:6, which describes clearly what humankind did at the fall.
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There are three reactions to sin that are seen here which form the basis of three
worldviews.
Guilt, Shame and Fear: Sin entered the world in the Garden of Eden and we
see in Genesis 3 the three primary human reactions to sin. Adam and Eve knew
right from wrong. Their consciences kick in and they know they are guilty. Guilt is
one of these primary reactions. We see a second reaction, shame. They cover
their nakedness and hide themselves indicating that they are ashamed. Fear is
the third primary reaction to sin and we are told that they are afraid of God. In
other words, when humankind broke God’s law, we were in a position of guilt.
When we broke our relationship with God, we were in a position of shame. When
we broke God’s trust, we were in a position of fear.
Guilt is simply a sense of having done something wrong, which implies a law has
been broken. In guilt/innocence based cultures the primary motive is centred
around right and wrong. If one breaks the law or the rules they are guilty.
Children are taught to feel guilty when they break the rules. The focus is on the
fact that I did something wrong, regardless of whether others know or not (and if
they think I did but I didn't, I'll protest my innocence!). My internal and
individualistic judgement is what counts. So by the same token, I may be
wracked with secret guilt if I did do it even if the world believes me innocent. In
the west, ethics is trying to determine if things are right or wrong.
Fear usually implies being afraid of a consequence. We are afraid of the
consequences because of an action or inaction. In fear/power based cultures
people view the universe as a place filled with gods, demons, spirits, ghosts, and
ancestors. Humankind needs to live at peace with all these powers and often
they are fearful because they believe that everything in life is determined by the
supernatural, like sickness, death, crop failure and victory in battle. Witchcraft
and magic are very real for them. In order to appease the powers of the universe
systems of appeasement are worked out. They vary from burning incense to
human sacrifice.
Shame is the feeling of embarrassment or sense of unworthiness as felt in a
relationship. The word shame or ashamed occurs 225 times in the Old and New
Testaments and honour 170 times. This is a major theme of Scripture. In
shame/honour based cultures relationships are the key as shame and honour
always attached to something greater than the individual. Honour is almost
always are placed on a group like the family or the tribe or even the nation. It is
the social reward a community gives to a person because of actions approved
by the community. The result is a higher position and a closer relationship.
Honour is about the preservation of social status, and respect and respectability.
An action is honourable if it is praiseworthy. In honour cultures a person’s sense
of self is heavily dependent on how they are perceived by others. The focus is
not on what you have done, but how (or if) others see what I have done. In the
west, telling the truth is right and telling lies is wrong; but in shame/honour
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cultures, people don’t think of lies as being right or wrong. The question is “Is
what is being said honourable?” If a lie protects the honour of a tribe or nation
then it is fine. If a lie is told purely for selfish reasons then it is shameful. If I didn’t
do something wrong but others think I did, then I am shamed. People are
honoured when others are discreet, when we keep silent about their dirty linen,
unless there is an overriding reason to wash it in public. The amazing thing about
the message of followers of Jesus is that God, who sees us as we really are, still
deals with us mercifully.
Shame is the social punishment a community gives a person because of
actions disapproved by the community resulting is lower status and a distant
relationship. The key ideas with regard to shame are disgrace and exposure.
Disgrace is the loss of approval, of status and of respect. Some things were not
meant for public display. Such was the utter disgrace which Jesus endured
when crucified naked on a Roman cross. He endured the shame of the cross
and was honoured by God raising Him from the dead and exalting Him. The
good news is that you can move from defiled to clean, naked to clothed
(ultimately clothed in righteous garments), abandoned/enslaved to adopted and
honoured child of God and more.
These reactions to sin form the basis of three worldviews: Guilt/innocence
(often dominant in the west); Shame/honour (often dominant in the east); and
Fear/power (often dominant in animist cultures). Of course no society or culture
has a pure guilt/innocent, shame/honour or fear/power worldview. Each has all
three mixed in in varying amounts.
4. How do you react in guilt, shame and fear to your sin? Which of these three is
dominant in your worldview?
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5. What three relationships are damaged by the fall?
a.

Genesis 3:8-10; 19b

b.

Genesis 3:7, 12, 16; 4:8

c.

Genesis 3:17-19.

6. What are the consequences of the fall for every person (except Jesus ) according to
Romans 5:12,19 and Romans 3:23?

GOD’S JUDGMENT AND WRATH
7. This section is hard reading, but it is what the Bible says and we dare not neglect it.
Read these texts to get a feel for the theme of judgement that runs through Scripture:
Leviticus 20:23; Psalm 9:5; 79:6; Isaiah 14:22-26; Jeremiah 25:31; Skim Ezekiel 25-32;
Joel 3:2; Revelation 17-18. We looked at God’s heart for the nations in the first study and
often we focus on His blessing of the nations which is indeed a major theme of Scripture.
How does this theme of God’s judgement on the nations fit in with that?
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8. What do Genesis 2:16-17; Numbers 16:46; Deuteronomy 9:8; John 3:36; Romans
1:18; Colossians 3:6; Hebrews 9:27 and Revelation 14:14-20 say about how God feels
about sin and what He will do to unrepentant sinners?

9. It is a curious fact that Jesus speaks about hell, the punishment for unrepentant
sinners, more than anyone else in the Bible. Just as an example review what Jesus says
about in Matthew’s Gospel – Matthew 7:13-23; 8:11,12; 13:30, 39-42, 49-50; 18:7-9,
34,35; 22:13,14; 24:48-51; 25:41,46. Does this fit with your picture of Jesus? How does
this make you feel about Jesus and His attitude?

GOD’S LOVE
10. How is God described and what does He feel about us according to Exodus 34:6,7a;
Psalm 103; Ezekiel 33:10, 11; John 3:16; Romans 5:8; 1 John 4:8-10, 16?

11. How did the missionaries who went to Indonesia in our opening story display the love of
God to the Muslim people they were living and discipling among?
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THINKING IT THROUGH
12. Take some time to reflect on the holiness of God and praise Him.
13. Can a holy God just overlook sin?
14. How is God’s wrath different to human wrath?

15. How do the love of God and the wrath of God fit together?

16. The wrath of God is confronting. Talking about the wrath of God is difficult!
Understandably, we often shy away from it. How can we share on this important, but
shocking, theme of Scripture that is critical in understanding the problem we all face?

17. There are 1.5 billion people who are Muslims, 1.2 billion who are non-religious, 1 billion
who are Hindu, 363 million who are Buddhists 321 million who are tribal. Read Romans
1:18-20; John 14:6 and Acts 4:12. What is the future for these people? What is the
solution for these people? (In the next few studies we will consider the solution for these
people in much more detail and what God would have each of us to do).

18. Read Habakkuk 2:14 and Matthew 24:14. In the light of these scriptures, what hope is
there for the unreached people we have just considered?
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Let’s take some time to pray for what is on God’s heart – the Nations! Focus your prayers
on one of the great religions of the world, Islam. You might care to reflect back on the
introductory story of Indonesia, the world’s largest Muslim nation, as you pray.

PRAY
Pray for the Muslim people of the world, asking that they will see Jesus is indeed God the
Son who died in their place so that they might have a loving, family relationship with their
heavenly Father.
Pray for the Muslim cross-cultural labourers you know (if you don’t know any, find some )
that God would use them to reach these lost people that are on God’s heart.
There are 1.5 billion people who are Muslims with 3 workers for every 1 million Muslims.
Pray for the Lord to raise up labourers for this harvest field – Matthew 9:35-38.
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WHAT IS THE GOSPEL?
Nepal Gospel Story
There are around 1 billion Hindus in the world. Nepal is a country of 29 million people, 80%
of whom are Hindu. As part of the Navigators’ calling to advance the gospel into the
nations they sent Dona and Peggy Grigosenko to Nepal as cross-cultural labourers in
1987. They were followed by Betty and Don Treese in 1992 and both couples settled in
Kathmandu. In 1993 Jung Do Yong and his wife, Oksoon, arrived from Korea, having been
married one month earlier!
They began learning Nepalese and when Do Yong had learned the basics of the language,
his first opportunity came. He was riding his push bike and it broke down. Now that is
normally a bad thing, but not in this case. Jhalak Lama saw him, and came and helped. He
was the first Nepalese Hindu Do Yong had met. They exchanged details and the Lord
prompted Do Yong to call him and they met a few times. Do Yong decided to share the
Bridge to Life illustration which outlines the essence of the gospel with Jhalak, and Jhalak
gave his life to Jesus. Do Yong was VERY EXCITED!! He began doing the Lessons on
Assurance Bible studies and scripture memory with Jhalak, who was very responsive. They
met in Do Yong’s home and after a few weeks Do Yong asked if they could meet at
Jhalak’s place. Jhalak agreed. Do Yong was eager to see where Jhalak lived. It turned out
to be a single room with kitchen, bed and dining all together. He lived with his two small
children, as his wife was studying elsewhere.
What disturbed Do Yong the most was the Hindu altar he saw on the dining table in the
centre of the room. It had eight idols in it and a cross in the midst of them. Do Yong was so
discouraged and asked himself if Jhalak had just added Jesus to all his other Hindu
“gods”. Do Yong continued leading Bible study at his house and returned after two weeks
to Jhalak’s home and noticed that the altar was not on the table in the centre of the room!
It was out of the way on the top of some furniture. Bible study continued and, a further two
weeks later when Do Yong was again at Jhalak’s, the altar was outside the room. Do Yong
realised the truth of 1 John 4:4 “You, dear children, are from God and have overcome
them, because the one who is in you is greater than the one who is in the world.” Jesus
was in Jhalak’s heart and He was stronger than any idol! Do Yong had not said anything to
Jhalak about the idols, but God had been convicting him. Because Jesus is God, He is
infinitely stronger than idols. Jesus is the creator, and idols and evil spirits are only created
things. When God’s word is read, Jesus speaks to us through this and He can overcome
the many Hindu “gods” and bring Hindu people to understand that there is only one God.
After language learning, Do Yong moved to the remote town of Doti, some 30 hours’ drive
from Kathmandu where Do Yong became the Principal of Soo-Jung English Boarding
School. There he recruited 13 teachers and five administrative staff for the school, many of
whom were not followers of Jesus. Over time he led them all to faith and they began to
reach out to their Hindu neighbours and friends. They also began to reach out to the
students in the school.
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Most of these staff did not want to stay in Doti and moved back to Kathmandu after a few
years. Do Yong followed them back after 7 years and opened a branch of an International
NGO. Six families are now foundational people of the Navigator work in Nepal. Today there
are around 40 Hindu followers of Jesus in Nepal, and Do Yong and Oksoon continue to
minister with them as they seek to bring the good news of Jesus to the Hindu people of
Nepal.
1.

What impresses you about Do Yong’s story?

OVERVIEW
The word ‘euangellion’’ in the original language of the New Testament (Greek) is translated
‘gospel’ in English. It originally meant the reward given a messenger who brought good
news—of military victory or of escape from danger or something like that. By an obvious
transfer, it came to refer to the good news itself. Indeed, there is an inscription about the
birthday of the emperor Augustus in 9 BC which is said to be ‘good news (euangelia) for
the world’.
It is important to note that the gospel is news, good news, so it has content; it is a
message. We may be surprised by what the Bible actually says that message is. The
gospel is not merely a narrow set of teachings about Jesus and his death and resurrection
which, rightly believed, get you into the kingdom. Yes, it is about what God has done in
Christ, supremely focused on Jesus’ death and resurrection, but it is much bigger than that
according to the Bible. The gospel is an embracing category that holds much of the Bible
together. It is the way you solve all your problems, the way you grow through every
difficulty, and grow through reapplying, re-grasping and understanding the gospel.
Effective missions depend on an uncompromised Gospel. There is a Gospel crisis in
missions today. We have tailored the Gospel message to make it more marketable. The
emphasis on making quick decisions for Christ and on numerical counting of converts
prompts us to take shortcuts. All too often the result is people assenting to some truths but
not experiencing the life-changing Holy Spirit of God. A Gospel that does not transform
lives and, therefore, society is a compromised Gospel.
Effective missions also demand an uncluttered Gospel. The nations require a Gospel that is
free and unencumbered. Taking the Gospel across cultural boundaries requires scrutinizing
our own traditions as well as those of the new culture. Only when the Gospel is free of addons does it become truly transforming to new believers within their culture.
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Paul had to deal with these issues when he took the Gospel from the Jewish into the
Gentile world. He had to do battle with the paganism of the Gentiles: idolatry, immorality,
etc. He also had to battle with the Jews to unleash the Gospel from Jewish legalism and
the traditions of the elders.
The challenge of missions remains the same today. It is true for ministry in “Christian”
nations; it is true for ministry in pagan or secular cultures. It is true for ministry amongst
world religions like Islam, Hinduism, Shintoism and Buddhism. We must ask God to help us
introduce a Gospel that is relevant yet truly scriptural. A Gospel without compromise; a
Gospel without clutter.
The gospel is integrally tied to the Bible’s story-line. Indeed, it is incomprehensible without
understanding that story-line. God is the sovereign, transcendent and personal God who
has made the universe, including us, his image-bearers. We rebelled and are alienated
from God who is justly wrathful. The relationships between God and humankind, between
people and between the earth and humankind are broken. Without something changing we
will be shut out from the presence of this God forever, in the torments of hell. God takes
the initiative and calls a people into existence, Israel, and through the law, prophets,
priests, kings, and the sacrificial system, He points us forward to the coming of His Son to
put everything right. The good news of salvation through Jesus Christ makes sense in the
context of this story-line1 and in no other, elements of which we looked at in the previous
study.
There are four primary aspects of the gospel that we will examine in this study.

1

There are many good studies that give an overview of the points of redemption history that it would be
profitable to undertake to flesh out this summary
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THE KINGDOM ASPECT OF THE GOSPEL

Kingdoms aren’t things we in
western society are terribly
familiar with now. A kingdom
is an administration – that is, a
way of ordering things and
getting them done. A new
administration at your work,
for example, is where there is
a new boss and that means
things are different now;
there’s a new order for getting
things done and perhaps
some new goals. The
kingdom of God is like that,
but on a much grander
scale! The kingdom of God is
about the reign or rule of God.
It affects everything – both
here now and for eternity. And
there isn’t just a new boss but
a King with ultimate power
and authority. The kingdom of
God comes about with the
new king, Jesus. Notice
Jesus’ emphasis on it.

What is the gospel of the kingdom that Jesus
was proclaiming? Let’s look back in the Old
Testament, Jesus’ scriptures, to see what clues
are there. The Hebrew ‘basar’ is translated
‘gospel’ in English. ‘Basar’ is not that widely
used in the Old Testament and the most
relevant time it is used is in Isaiah. The exile was
a time in Israel’s history when they had lost their
land, lost their city, lost their temple and lost
their hope. They need good news! And Isaiah
is used to bring them some.
2.
Read these passages to see what the
good news entailed, particularly in terms of the
kingdom of God; that is, the reign or rule of
God:
a. Isaiah 40:9-11

b. Isaiah 52:7-10

Mark 1:14 “... Jesus went into
Galilee, proclaiming the good
news of God. 15 "The time has
come," he said. "The kingdom
of God is near. Repent and
believe the good news!"
Luke 8:1 “After this, Jesus

traveled about from one town
and village to another,
proclaiming the good news of
the kingdom of God.”

c. Isaiah 61:1-3 – notice how Jesus applied this
to Himself in Luke 4:16-20
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As we turn to the New Testament to look for the fulfilment of these prophecies of good
news, to look for the reign of God to come, Mark begins by telling us that the good news is
about Jesus (Mark 1:1). He then draws attention to Jesus being a fulfilment of those
prophecies by quoting Isaiah 40:3 in Mark 1:3. Now the way quotes from the Old
Testament were used in the New was to draw attention to the passage they wanted you to
recall. So Mark is drawing attention to prophecy in Isaiah 40:9-11 where there is good
news, gospel. God Himself will come and tend His sheep. He will reign and somehow this
is all tied up with Jesus who proclaims that the kingdom of God is near Mark 1:15.
3. How do we see the kingdom of God, the reign of God, being inaugurated in Jesus
ministry? What does Jesus do and say that points to a new kingdom and that He is the
king, that He reigns? What good news is contained in these passages?
a. Matt 1:20-23 (compare with Isaiah 7:14)
b. Skim Matt 5-7 considering what it would be like to live under an administration
where things are done in accordance with these instructions.
c. Mark 1:40-45
d. Mark 5:21-45
e. Mark 6:30-52
f. Luke 7:11-18 – note, too, why Jesus did this. Any good news in that?
g. Luke 11:14-21
h. John 15:11
i. John 16:33
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THE ELEMENTS OF “FIRST IMPORTANCE” OF THE GOSPEL
1 Corinthians 15: 1 Now, brothers, I want to remind you of the gospel I preached to

you, which you received and on which you have taken your stand. 2 By this gospel you
are saved, if you hold firmly to the word I preached to you. Otherwise, you have
believed in vain. 3 For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that
Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, 4 that he was buried, that he was
raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, 5 and that he appeared to Peter,
and then to the Twelve.

Jesus’ Death in Our Place – Substitutionary Atonement
One of the things that the Bible says is of first importance in the gospel is Jesus’ death in
accordance with the Scriptures. It is a core element of the gospel. Jesus’ death on the
cross in our place is central in the New Testament. It is central in Jesus’ thoughts, and we
see this particularly when Peter articulates that Jesus is the Christ in Mark 8 and Jesus
immediately tells the disciples that he must suffer and die in verse 31. He tells the disciples
again in Mark 9 and again in Mark 10, and at the last supper He initiates the Lord’s supper,
the only commemorative act authorised by Him, and it dramatizes His death! The gospels
have a disproportionate amount of space given to the last week of Jesus' life, His death
and resurrection. This demonstrates its importance. It occupies between a third and a
quarter of Matthew, Mark and Luke, while in John it takes up about half his gospel. He
boldly declared that the cross was the very essence of God's wisdom and power (1
Corinthians 1:18-25). He decided to know nothing among the Corinthians except Christ
and Him crucified (1 Corinthians 2:2) and to glory in the cross (Galatians 6:14). Peter, too,
speaks of the cross. "He Himself bore our sins in His body on the tree" (1 Peter 2:24) and
"Christ died for sins, once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous, that He might bring us
to God" (1 Peter 3:18). In the letter to the Hebrews the author speaks of the sacrificial
ministry of Jesus being superior to that of the Levitical priesthood. He shed His own blood,
not the blood of sheep and goats which could not pay for sins; His sacrifice was perfect
and complete, once for all (Hebrews 8-10). In Revelation Jesus is called the Lamb 28 times
because He has been slain as a sacrificial victim and by His blood people are set free. No
wonder Paul says that Jesus’ death is one of the things that is of first importance!
4. Why is Jesus’ death so important? Read Romans 3:21-26; Hebrews 2:17; 1 John 2:2;
4:10. What happens to God’s wrath according to these texts? (The key word is
‘hilasterion’, best translated “propitiation”, which means to turn aside or exhaust wrath.
Note the ESV uses propitiation but the NIV uses “sacrifice of atonement”).
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5. Several images are used to deepen our understanding of this core element of the
gospel. The image of justification is far and away the most prevalent image of salvation in
the New Testament. Reconciliation is used five times, redemption four or five times, victory
a couple of times, adoption and cleansing a handful, but justification some 229 times!2
(Note: righteousness and justification are used to translate the same Greek word.) Read
Romans 3:21 – 5:11; 2 Corinthians 5:11-21; Colossians 1:13-23; 2:13-15; Hebrews 9:1128; Mark 10:45. What do the images of justification, reconciliation, redemption, cleansing
and victory reveal about the good news of Jesus’ death?

The Resurrection
6. Read 1 Corinthians 15; Romans 1:1-5 and 2 Timothy 2:8. Why do you think Jesus
resurrection in accordance with the Scriptures and his subsequent appearances are of first
importance to the gospel? What does it prove?

2

Morris The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross, p251.
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7.
The gospel is a message that is about Jesus. But its essential ethos revolves around
the relationship we have with our heavenly Father and His Son, Our Lord Jesus Christ. It is
the other core element of the gospel. What do these Scriptures say about this?
a.

Matt 4:18-22;

b.

John 14:6;

c.

John 15:4, 5;

d.

1 John 3:1, 2 and Galatians 4:4-7

e.

How does this relational element, which Paul consistently and frequently refers
to as “in Christ” or “in Him” or ‘in Jesus”, go to the core of the gospel according
to Galatians 2:20; Rom 6:4-5,10 and Ephesians 2:5?

THE TRANSFORMATIVE ASPECT OF THE GOSPEL
In the kingdom section, we saw that we are subject to the rule of King Jesus and this
entails living a certain way. As we read the requirements of kingdom living we would have
noted that they were impossible, indeed as Matthew 5:20 bluntly puts it: “unless our
righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees you will never enter the kingdom
of heaven”. In this section we consider if the good news addresses this issue, if the good
news gives us any hope of being able to live as kingdom citizens.
8. Read John 3:1-10. What is being born again equivalent to? Hint: compare v3 and 5
(cross out the phrases that are the same).
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9. Nicodemus is a member of the Jewish ruling council (3:1) which meant that he would
have memorised the whole Old Testament. Not only that, but he is also “the teacher of
Israel” (3:10) indicating that he was perhaps the head theologian in Israel. So when Jesus
links water and spirit and says to Nicodemus that he should have known (3:10b), it must
be that he should have known it because it is in the Old Testament. Look at Ezekiel 36:2527 where water and spirit are linked as a way of speaking of the new covenant. What light
does this throw on what Jesus means by born again?

What part do you play in this transformation and what part does God play?

10. Another way of talking of the new covenant is found in Jeremiah 31:31-34. What is
different about the new covenant? What light does this shine on what Jesus means by
born again?

11. Look at John 3:8. How do you know where the wind is blowing?
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Jesus means by being born again that God has given us a new heart of flesh so that can
respond to the Holy Spirit, that we have been cleansed, and the law is written on our
hearts so we can be obedient. And He says that we know there is wind because we see its
effects.
So what do you think Jesus meant by “So it is with everyone who is born of the Spirit”
(3:8b)? Is this a promise of transformation which is part of the gospel?

12. Read Romans 12:2 and 2 Corinthians 3:18. Notice that in both texts we are to “be
transformed” (passive voice to be a little technical grammatically), that is something is being
done to us. How does this work? Who is doing the transforming to us? Philippians 2:12,
13 and Colossians 1:29 shed some light on this. How is this good news?

THE BREADTH OF THE GOSPEL
13. How is the gospel bigger than individual salvation according to Romans 8:19-25;
Ephesians 3:4-12; Colossians 1:19-20; 2:13-15?

14. Surely the good news has as part of it some hope for the future! What do these
passages say that is John 17:3; Rom 8:31-39; Rev 7:9-12 and Rev 21:1-22:17?

15. What hope can we draw from Romans 1:16, 17 and Colossians 1:5, 6?
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THINKING IT THROUGH
16. How would you define the gospel in detail, say ¾ page?

17. How does that illustrate that you don’t have to know all the aspects of the gospel
before you can become a follower of Jesus?
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18. The gospel must be applied in all areas of life. Our approach to love and relationships,
to suffering, to sexuality, to one’s family, to self-control, to other races and cultures, to
human dignity, to prayer, to the poor, to holy living, to work, to giving, to your local
community, to your culture, and so on … Choose one area and record how the gospel
applies to it, and what you will do to implement that.

We saw last study that when sin entered the world in the Garden of Eden as recorded in
Genesis 3 the three primary human reactions to sin were present: guilt, shame and fear.
Review the definitions of these in that study.
Increasingly there are people from different cultures living next door to each other and, as
globalisation continues, our worldviews are becoming less pure. For instance, many in the
west are adopting shame/honour thinking as post modernism takes more and more hold,
and there is an increase in thinking about the supernatural as evidenced by the growing
number that of movies and television shows that include witches, angels, demons and
such like.
The gospel deals with all of these. It is about saving us from God’s judgment, restoring our
relationship with God, and rebuilding trust and putting power back into the hands of God
by submitting to His rule.
19. What stories, images or aspects of the gospel would you begin with; and if you
wouldn’t start with “The Elements of ‘First Importance’”, how would you get there with
someone whose primary reaction to sin was:
a. Guilt
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b. Shame — Note, too, that defilement and clean-ness are very important in a
shame/honour sense. Also consider Lev 15:19-23 and Heb 9:11-14. Think, too,
about the teaching of the prodigal son in Luke 15:11-32

c. Fear

20. Jonathan Dodson says that many Christians have a truncated gospel that “focuses
on Jesus death and resurrection as a doctrine to be believed, not on Jesus as a Person
to be trusted and obeyed.” 3 Relationship is at the heart of the gospel.

3

a.

What is the overlap between an understanding about Jesus and what He has
done and a relationship with Jesus?

b.

How does trusting a person rather than believing a doctrine show itself in your
life?

c.

How is your relationship with Jesus? What could you do to grow it?

J. Dodson, Gospel Centred Discipleship, Crossway, Wheaton 2012 p 108-110. Emphasis mine.
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21. Read Ephesians 2:4-9. How does the grace of God underpin every aspect of the
gospel?

PRAY
Let’s take some time to pray for another of the great religions of the world, Hinduism. Pray
for the Hindu people of the world, asking that they will turn to Jesus as the one and only
God.
Start or join a world-focused prayer group. Use a map of the world and pray over different
countries each time you meet.
There are 1 billion who are Hindus and 6 workers for every 1 million of them. Pray for a
bountiful spiritual harvest resulting in a great movement of the gospel amongst these
people, particularly in India and Nepal where most of them live (John 4:35-36).
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OUR RESPONSE: GO
Pioneering the Navigator Work in Brazil
It was 1963 and Brazilians were about to see their government fall in a coup d’état. The
military expelled the civilian government, which in turn sparked mass protests and many
years of leftist attempts at counter-revolution. Many Brazilians, especially university
students, believed that the United States government was behind the coup. As a result,
many Americans living in Brazil were suspected to be CIA agents.
Into this mix stepped Jim and Marge Petersen from the US. They had a heart to talk about
God’s kingdom, to share the Gospel of God’s grace among secular Brazilians. When they
arrived as just one couple among 100 million Brazilians, they didn’t know where or how to
begin. They couldn’t even speak Portuguese yet. Just surviving daily life was a struggle,
especially since they had a two-year-old daughter and Marge was six-months pregnant.
Jim, looking back on the first year of life in Brazil, wrote: “What madness led us to believe
our presence would make any difference to anyone or anything?” That is a question that
most missionaries face, and it is a healthy question! If not for God and his promises, it
would be “madness” to embark on such an endeavour.
One day on a beach, Jim read his Bible, in Isaiah 45, and received encouragement from
God in these words: “ . . . they will come over to you . . . coming over to you in chains.
They will bow down before you and plead with you, saying, ‘Surely God is with you, and
there is no other; there is no other god.’”
After grappling with the words he had read in Isaiah on the beach, Jim felt the freedom to
accept that passage as a foundational and personal word for their work and lives in Brazil.
He wrote the following words in his journal: “I am looking forward to the future because the
results have already been assured. Men of stature with prepared hearts will be given to us.
To have a promise like this is like reading the last chapter of a mystery first. You not only
know if it will work out, you know how.”
Jim and Marge, along with their partners Ken and Carol Lottis, began to see secular
Brazilians (people in spiritual chains) come over to them. As their relational connections
developed, God brought them people who had various degrees of spiritual hunger.
One of their first contacts was a chemical engineering student named Osvaldo. As Jim and
Osvaldo developed a friendship, Osvaldo naturally became curious about why Jim and
Marge would move to Brazil. So Jim, still using broken Portuguese, shared The Bridge
illustration with a piece of chalk on a wood floor. After Jim finished his explanation, Osvaldo
said, “You mean you came all the way from the U.S. to share that?”
Osvaldo clearly needed more time to understand the Gospel, and Jim gave him the space
and encouragement. Before long, through many conversations over Marge’s meals, and
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with much prayer and love, Osvaldo made a decision to follow Christ. A huge factor in his
decision was seeing the difference that God made in the Petersen family. He went on to
become one of many leaders in the Brazilian Navigator movement.
So many came to Christ through those politically tumultuous years, that Jim and Ken had
to think carefully about how to care for the spiritual growth of all of them. They went to the
Scriptures for guidance, of course. They concluded that the body of Christ needed to be
culturally embedded, Biblically grounded and relationally united. The students, most of
whom had come to Christ out of unchurched backgrounds, were connected to a vast
network of secular friends. Jim and Ken knew that they needed to keep this foundational
generation linked to those connections, and not pull them into an American-style church
structure.
God blessed this effort. People began spending extensive times studying the Bible
together and supporting one another through the normal hardships of life. Together they
expressed the essential elements of a New Testament church, doing so in a very Brazilian
way that attracted more and more of their friends. The work expanded into multiple cities.
New pioneers emerged to start new university ministries around the country. People with
pastoral and teaching gifts began to serve the groups that had formed within cities. And
eventually a national leadership team was formed.
Today, the work that Jim, Marge, Ken and Carol started has continued to thrive for about
fifty years and has spread to more than 15 cities. That’s three generations of fruitfulness!
In April 2010, at age 79, Jim and Marge made their last trip together to Brazil before Marge
passed away in August 2011. God gave them the opportunity to know many young people
who had come to Christ through the relational and generational connections that God had
started when they stepped off that boat in 1963.
1. What inspired you from this story?

2. Does the enormity of the task, reaching the nations, make you feel inadequate like Jim
and Marge? Do you think God could use even you?
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TIME TO GO!
We saw briefly in our first study on God’s Heart for the Nations that although God chose
Israel for Himself, his covenant of blessings clearly included all peoples of the world.
Abraham and his descendants, as the direct recipients of God’s covenantal blessings,
were called to live ‘blameless’ lives, set apart for the Lord. Their holy living and obedience
to the Lord was to be attractive to the nations. People were to hear how God cares for
Israel. The nations were to hear of the mighty acts God performed to save His people such
as the drying up of the Red Sea and the Jordan and to hear of the wisdom of Solomon’s
rule. They were to be attracted to come and see and marvel at the wisdom and power of
the God of Israel. They would be drawn to God and the prophetic writings have the
crescendo of God’s ultimate desire: to see all the nations coming alongside Israel to the
mount of God, to Zion, to Jerusalem to seek the glory of the Lord!
However, instead of Israel leading the nations to God, Israel adopted some of the practices
of the other nations they were in conflict with which diluted their attractiveness. Whilst
some individuals were attracted to Israel and did hear, come, see and give glory to God, it
becomes clear that all the nations will not be “won” this way. God then begins to reveal
another method by which He intends to move the nations to worship Him. In Isaiah 49:1-6
says “Listen to me, you islands; hear this, you distant nations … he says: ‘It is too small a

thing for you to be my servant to restore the tribes of Jacob and bring back those of Israel I
have kept. I will also make you a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring my salvation to
the ends of the earth.’" And Ps 96:10 says “Say among the nations, ‘The LORD reigns.’"
Let’s see what part this new method, sending people out to bless the nations, plays in the
New Testament.
INVESTIGATE
3. What do John 6:38 and 14:26 tell us about God? What does John 17:18 and 20:21
add to this?

4. Read Matthew 9:35-38. How is the prayer for labourers answered in Matthew 10:5?
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5. Read Matthew 28:16-20; Mark 16:15 and Luke 24:45-47. This was Jesus’ last words
to His disciples. How important are the last words you would say to someone if you knew
you were about to die? How do Jesus’ words apply to us?

6. According to Acts 1:8, what does Jesus tell the disciples to expect to happen and what
are they to do? And then what happens? Read Acts 2:1-11; 8:4-8 then skim Acts 13 -28
where Paul makes three cross-cultural journeys to Gentile cities before he is taken to Rome
at the end of the book of Acts. What is the game changer that happens in Acts 2? How
does Paul begin to implement the great commission we looked at in the previous
question? What is his pattern of ministry as he goes from place to place?

7. What part does God have to play in sending Paul? See Acts 9:15, 16 and 13:46, 47.
What part does the believing community have to play in Paul’s sending? See Acts 13:1-4;
14:26, 27; 15:40 and 16:1, 2.
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8. As Paul moves from place to place he shares the gospel differently for different people.
This is often called contextualising the gospel, that is, where the message remains the
same (the gospel) but where the way it is put, perhaps how you start and the order of
various elements changes. How does Paul “contextualise” the gospel message when
evangelising?
a. Jews in Acts 13:16-43

b. farmers in Acts 14:15-17

c. philosophers in Acts17:22-30

9. The Petersen’s method of contextualisation in Brazil was to begin an indigenous church
with the priority to stay connected with secular friends. What advantages and
disadvantages does this have for the gospel to move among the people?

PARADIGM SHIFT
Christ’s mission was for the gospel to be preached to all nations, or as Acts 1:8 puts it, in
Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and the ends of the earth. And that is exactly what happens in
Acts. Christ continues to direct his divine mission on earth through empowering his
disciples with the Holy Spirit! Nothing can hinder the irresistible progress of the gospel, and
God’s people, through his Spirit, overcome all obstacles. Even in the midst of persecution,
his church grows.
Here is a major paradigm shift of missions strategy in Biblical history which has always
been part of God’s plan that He formed before the foundation of the world (Ephesians 1:4).
No longer is it primarily an attractional movement, where people are coming to them.
God’s people are now called to go out to others sharing the gospel of the resurrected
Christ in response to the great commission. How we do that will vary from context to
context; what won’t vary is the gospel!
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THINKING IT THROUGH
10. What would you say to someone who said to you that the great commission was given
to the disciples and does not apply to me? Do you have to go to another country to fulfil the
great commission? Why? How does Romans 10:13-15 fit in with this?

11. Seeing Paul’s effort to relate the gospel to his hearers, how can we be sharing the
gospel more effectively in differing contexts? How would share the gospel to a postmodern student? What about to a Buddhist person who believes in reincarnation and
moving past suffering through the elimination of ignorance and desire? How would you
share the gospel with a non-believing parent or sibling?

12. In the New Testament, from a big picture point of view, we see four inter-connected
leadership contributions made by people that kept the gospel moving in a place as well as
through that place to elsewhere…
a. Pioneers – who brought the gospel to a new place, including preaching and taking
risks amongst people they didn’t yet know (Acts 13:1-4).
b. Local labourers – who lived out their faith amongst family, friends and
acquaintances. We will consider these in the next study.
c. Local leaders – who shepherded, envisioned and taught the local labourers (Acts
20:28-36).
d. Mobile alongsiders – who moved between cities to build up local leaders and
labourers and to keep them connected with and learning from those outside their local
context (Acts 16:1-5).
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Most people who go as cross-cultural labourers go either as pioneers or to be local leaders
within a team. What personal characteristics would be important for these people? How
would mobile alongsiders help those on the ground?

13. What do you pray for? Does Matthew 9:36-38 feature prominently? Have you ever
thought of being an answer to your own prayer?

14. What is motivating God’s actions according to John 3:16; Mark 10:45 and Ephesians
1:6, 12, 14? Recall study 2 and the need of people for the gospel and consider 2
Corinthians 5:14, 15. What would be a good motivation for going? Does that motivate
you?
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PRAY
Buddhism is another world religion we need to pray for. Pray for the Buddhist people of the
world, asking that there would indeed be people with beautiful feet who bring good news
to them.
Pray that God would fire up fellow believers around you for world missions. Pray for
labourers to go.
There are 363 million who are Buddhists, and another 300 Buddhist-influenced people,
with 5 workers for every 1 million Buddhists. Pray for a heart to get involved in world
missions and for the Lord’s leading about whether you should go.
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OUR RESPONSE: LOCAL
Navigator Ministry in China
In the early 1980s China opened after being closed to outsiders since WWII. At that time
Warren and Ruth Myers were asked to pioneer a work in China by the Navigators. Doug
Sparks, Warren and Ruth and others spent much time in prayer and felt God lead them to
claim Isaiah 42:16 “I will lead the blind by ways they have not known, along unfamiliar

paths I will guide them; I will turn the darkness into light before them and make the rough
places smooth. These are the things I will do; I will not forsake them.” Trusting God to lead
them into a Communist country closed to missionaries, they began what they called the
‘East Asia Team’. The plan was to recruit ‘relational disciplers’ who would learn the
language and work in China for 8 to 15 years in their professional fields. The first vision
statement for this team was ‘to ignite and serve a disciple-making movement in China’.

Dave A. spent time traveling in China with Warren in 1987, and Warren shared his vision for
the future and said that he trusted God for 100 labourers scattered in key cities in this
country in 25 years. God spoke to Dave and his wife Karen that He wanted them to trust
Him to move from a known collegiate ministry in the Midwest to serve Him in China. In
March of 1989 they moved to Taiwan with their two young children. After language school
in 1992 Dave began serving as director of the work. To this fledgling team the Lord called
scores of men and women with Navigator training from the US, UK, Germany, the
Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Canada, Korea and Taiwan. Together with their
families, most of them are still labouring today as the Navigator East Asia Team.
Prayer and faith in the promises of God have always been the foundation of this work.
China from the early years until now is a place that demands courage and creativity in
sharing the Gospel and raising up disciples. Dave and Karen and the team knew that the
ministry could not be done in ways they had experienced in their countries of origin. So,
they were very dependent on God’s leading to work in new ways. Informal, relational
discipling has been effective in this context. Also, encouraged by the Myers, Dave and
Karen built an ‘enabling team’ who could work fulltime from Taiwan to shepherd and serve
this new and growing team. The goal was to help the whole family thrive and model Christlikeness to thousands. Each family coming on the team participated in an East Asia Team
Orientation Program. They learned about the team, how they minister and about China. All
the men and women learned the language and culture and this alone was a commitment of
three plus years. They built relationships of trust between the leadership and each other
which carried them when things got tough. Beginning then and over years working
together they have become teammates, fellow workers and lifelong friends. They placed
them in teams in key cities so they could stand with each other and labour together. Team
members secured authentic jobs in their fields such as IT business, manufacturing,
research and education. Many of the team members have received honors from the
government for being true ‘friends of China’.
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Over the years thousands of Chinese nationals have come to Christ and been discipled.
Hundreds are laboring among their family networks along with the expatriate team in 12
strategic cities throughout the country. They have also pioneered a collegiate ministry in
several cities. They practice the one-anothers. Among these Chinese labourers the first
national leaders are emerging, taking responsibility for ministry in the cities in which they
live. They are growing in love for the Lord, His Word, one another and the lost around
them. God is calling many Chinese to continue laboring with the Navigators to ‘advance
the Gospel of Jesus and His Kingdom’ to the needy people of China and to the nations.
In 2010 Dave and Karen turned the leadership of the East Asia work to Michael and Julia
W. This overseas Chinese couple now have nationals on the National Leadership Team.
The EA Team in 2013 consisted of over 100 multinationals committed to living out the
gospel with integrity in China. Joining them now are hundreds of Chinese labourers and
leaders.
In October of 2013 Michael and Julia held a thrilling national conference where the fruits of
years of ministry joined with all of the East Asia team. At the end of the presentation, Dave
A told the story of meeting with Warren and Ruth in 1988 as he and his wife Karen came
on the East Asia Team. Warren shared his vision for the future and said that he trusted God
for 100 labourers scattered in key cities in this country in 25 years. It was a Spirit-filled
moment when, with tears of joy, everyone in the room realised that this year, 2013, was the
25th anniversary of Warren’s prayer. Many of those 100 Chinese labourers were sitting in
the room!
Isaiah 60:22 “The least of you will become a thousand, the smallest a mighty nation. I am

the LORD; in its time I will do this swiftly.”

1. As you reflect on this story, what was the importance of prayer?

2. Last study we talked about four different but interconnected leadership contributions –
pioneers, local leaders, local labourers and mobile alongsiders. Can you see any of these
contributions in this story? How do they complement each other?
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BE A LOCAL LABOURER
God’s call to the nations applies as much to believers who never leave their hometown as it
does to those who spend their lives as cross cultural labourers. We are all “sent ones.”
Paul’s apostolic efforts were essential, but limited. When he visited a city, he would search
out people with whom he had an affinity—early responders. They were people whom God
had prepared in one way or another for just such an occasion. Paul and his apostolic team
would reap, usually leaving households as a foundation for things to come.
It was left to each nucleus to continue the construction—with continued help from outside.
They had the advantage of being insiders to their society. The relational networks they had
developed over their lifetimes were to serve as avenues for the gospel. As people lived out
the Great Commandments in their local context, to love the Lord our God and our
neighbours as themselves, and as the conversations were seasoned with salt the gospel
spread.
It is a method God still uses in the “local nation” – right where you live! This is the first part
of our local response that we will consider in this study.

Investigate
3. As you read Matthew 11:28-30 notice what Jesus says and to whom, and what He
promises. What does this tell you about Jesus’ mission? Is that how you describe being a
believer?

4. How are we to draw people to Christ according to Matt 5:13-16; John 13:34, 35 and
Titus 2:9, 10?
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5. Is it enough to lead an attractive life? Consider 2 Corinthians 5:18-20; Colossians 4:56; Philippians 1:12-14; 1 Peter 2:9-12 and 1 Peter 3:15, 16. If you don’t say anything
about Jesus and just live a good life, what will people say about you? Who gets the glory if
you don’t say anything about Jesus—you or God? What part do our words play in leading
people to faith?

Think it through
6. How effective do you think we will be in leading people to Jesus if we are essentially
“nice” people at work, in our neighbourhood, in our social settings?

7. Read Philemon 8-22. Consider the radical obedience displayed in this letter Onesimus obedience in going back to his master having escaped and Philemon taking
back his runaway slave Onesimus as a beloved brother. Think of the conversations
Onesimus would have had with other slaves and the conversations Philemon would have
had with the other slave owners in the area. How are you attracting people to Christ by the
way you live? What steps of radical obedience like Onesimus and Philemon could you take
“to adorn the doctrine of our God and Saviour”?
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8. Read Colossians 3:12-17. What things do you need to change in your Christian
community so that people will know that you love one another and will be attracted to
Jesus?

9. As you recall Colossians 4:6, in what was can you season your conversation with salt
and have it full of grace, both in how you say things and in what you say? How can you be
bold and yet gracious in what you say?

10. It can often feel like doing all this is a heavy burden. Yet Jesus says that His burden is
light. How do we go to Him and find rest for our souls while still being a labourer for Him?
You might consider 2 Corinthians 5:14, 15 and Colossians 1:29 as you contemplate this
question.
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PARTNERSHIP IN MISSIONS
For those who remain in their “local nation” there is much that they can and should do to
partner with those in cross-cultural missions. Paul writes to the Philippians in 1:5 about
their “partnership in the gospel”. Let’s explore what partnership involves and consider how
those who are local can partner with those who have gone.
11. What aspect of partnering with cross-cultural labourers is highlighted in Acts 13:1-3;
Romans 10:13-15 and 3 John 5-8? What is involved in this aspect?

12. What aspect of partnering with cross-cultural labourers is highlighted in Luke 8:1-3; 2
Corinthians 8:1-4 and Philippians 4:14-17? How can you excel in this aspect?

13. What aspect of partnering with cross-cultural labourers is highlighted in Matthew 9:37,
38; Romans 15:30 and Colossians 2:2-4? How can you excel in this aspect?

14. What is one practical thing you can do now to improve how you partner with some
cross-cultural labourers?
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WELCOMING, ENCOURAGING AND DISCIPLING FOREIGNERS
God is bringing college students, professionals and families from people groups with little
or no direct access to the gospel into the midst of our cities. God has a heart for those
who are away from their home, those foreigners, and he wants us to extend His love to
them in very real ways.
15. Read Leviticus 19:34; Deuteronomy 10:18-20; 1 Kings 8:41-43 and Mark 11:17.
What would it look like to “love them as yourself”?

16. In light of Mark 5:14-20; John 4:39-42; Matthew 28:18-20 and Acts 1:8, how could
reaching out to foreigners be strategic? How could you ensure you view them as precious
people created in the image God and not as projects?

THINKING IT THROUGH
17. How do you decide if God wants you to be a local or cross-cultural labourer?

18. If you think God wants you to be a local labourer, what one or two things are you going
to do to better follow where God is leading?
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Significant differences exist across countries in terms of the proportion of the population
that is claims to be an atheist, agnostic, or no religious affiliation at all. In the world map
above, the size of the black circle and the darkness of the shade of red on the map both
indicate the concentration of non-religious people.
The Western, developed world – the birthplace of the Enlightenment, the scientific method,
etc. – has had a long history of struggling with its religious roots. Now, countries in Western
Europe are arguably the most secular places in the world.
In contrast, South American and African countries have smaller proportions of non-religious
people. In fact, in many of these countries, religious affiliation rates and attendance rates
are increasing. A lot of these upward trends are due to demographic factors, such as a
high fertility rate among religious populations.
China’s low rate of religious affiliation undoubtedly has to do with the historical events of
the Cultural revolution and its coerced modernization. Atheism is strongly encouraged,
while organized religion is often the target of official sanctions.
PRAY
China has the largest number of non-religious people in the world. Pray for the nonreligious people of the world, asking that the word of God would penetrate the hearts of
those who have never heard and result in true repentance and salvation (Hebrews 4:12).
Pray for cross-cultural labourers you know and ask God to show you how you can partner
more effectively with them (and then do it ).
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There are 1.1 billion people with non-religious affiliation and 11 workers for every 1 million
non-religious people. Pray that the light of the gospel will reach the nations.
Although 2.1 billion people are listed as Christian, many (arguably the majority) do not have
a personal relationship with Jesus. Pray for those living and discipling among the lost in
“Christian” and post Christian countries.
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